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LIVING WITH TREE SPIRITS

ABSTRACT
In my thesis, I want to discuss the problem of how
to use landscape design to change people’s
attitudes toward nature through demonstrating the
interconnectedness of all living and non-living parts
of the Earth, and with hope, changing people’s
behavior—starting with studying trees in the urban
area and people’s relationship with them.
The project aims to introduce a new lifestyle for
people living in the urban areas to engage more
with trees by developing more opportunities for
people to interact with trees through design. I hope
to build an urban tree community where people live
with tree spirits and make friends with trees. They
can learn more about trees and also learn from the
trees. I hope that by changing people’s views on
trees, people will rethink their place in nature.
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INTRODUCTION
Trees have played an important role in people’s life

equally as friends. In my opinion, humans and trees

since ancient times. Trees provide food and shelter

are very similar. The more they want to go up, the

for humans. The upright appearance and strong

more they need a healthy and strong foundation.

vitality of trees made early human beings revere

Trees obtain nutrients from the soil and pass them

trees. They created many stories and tales about

on to humans. It’s like an ambassador to help us

trees and used their imagination to build strong

relate with the earth.

emotional connections with nature.
As Landscape Architects, one of our most essential
However, with the development of technology,

mediums is plant materials. and yet very few

people have transformed everything that can

designers understand or connect with plants. It is

provide economic benefits into materials, products,

easy to draw a simple circle and dot on the paper to

or goods. People cut down trees to build farms and

represent a tree in the design, but it takes a long

pastures for food and dairy and also use steel and

process to transplant a tree to the site. Instead of

concrete to build walls that drive nature away.

just passing by real quick, I hope people can slow

Although we can still see trees and things related to

down and look at the trees on their daily routine to

trees everywhere in our daily lives, and many people

observe nature. It is meaningful and valuable for

are aware of the benefits that trees bring to the

people to understand more about the urban trees

urban environment, the fast pace of urban life

and care more about them.

makes the distance between human and tree’s
relationship. Nowadays, people generally see trees
as a resource, but they are living beings and can
communicate with each other.
I want to shift people’s opinion about trees, from
seeing them as an object to considering them
2
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CHAPTER 1
FRAMING THE CONCEPT
Trees, as living beings but without the ability to move
around as animals. We recognize trees for their ability to beautify the urban environment. However, trees
are far more than that.

4
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PLANT BLINDNESS
Trees are a significant part of the infrastructure and

Blindness”1 shows the fact that people can quickly

can bring a lot of benefits to urban life. Yet not many

name common animals, but they know little about

people know much about plants. The theory of “Plant

plants in daily life.

1. “Plant Blindness” was coined by botanists and biology educators J. H. Wandersee and E. E. Schussler in 1999.
6
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World’s Forest Map2
No place can be left alone if there are dire consequences due to forest loss. It will affect the whole
world in the long term.
2. Alex. (2020, September 7). The World’s Forests Mapped. Vivid Maps. https://vividmaps.com/worlds-forests-mapped/.
8
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Earth at Night3
These two maps show the location of the forests
and the earth at night. The lights indicate the
patterns of human settlements. The overlay on the
two maps shows that the presence of humans and
trees is not in conflict. However, where the land is
covered less by forests is where the lights are on at
night—human impact and urbanization drive forests
away.

3. NASA. (n.d.). Night Light Maps Open Up New Applications. NASA. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/90008/night-light-mapsopen-up-new-applications.
10
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URBAN TREE OBSERVATION
Trees offer many benefits to the urban environment,

trees have a shorter life than trees in nature,

shade, etc. However, research shows that urban

areas.

including cleaning the air, purifying water, providing

12

indicating the bad environmental condition in urban

Street Tree

Square Tree

Roof Top Tree

Garden Tree

Park Tree

Indoor Tree
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN TREES

Although plants cannot move or make sounds, they
also communicate in their own way. According to
Suzanne Simard5, the mycorrhizal system, which
consists of Mycorrhizas, Truffles, and Small
Mammals, can connect the roots of trees and
transfer nutrients such as CO2 when needed to help

each other. When one tree gets pests in some

species, it can quickly change its scent and odor to
notify other trees. Trees provide good shelter and
nutrition for animals and insects. The fluctuation of
fruit quantity plays an important role in regulating
the balance of other species.

“Suzanne Simard examines western hemlock roots
in Nelson, British Columbia, in 2012.”4 Photo: Bill
Hearth

4. Hearth, B. (2021, May 6). Suzanne Simard Changed How the World Sees Trees. Intelligencer. https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/
suzanne-simard-interview.html.
5. Suzanne Simard is a Professor of Forest Ecology at the University of British Columbia. She is a pioneer who advocates that plants can
communicate with each other.
14
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“For I am abstracted from the
world, the world from nature,
nature from the way, and the way
from what is beneath
abstraction.”
— Lao Tzu, China, unknown 6th century – 4th century BC

STATEMENT
I want to shift people’s opinion about trees, from
seeing them as an object to considering them
equally as friends. Many places and religions in the
world have believed in animism since ancient
times. It is not a new idea or concept.
I have been influenced by Chinese Confucianism
and Taoism since I was a child. I’d like to believe
that all things are spiritual. Indigenous Americans
have a similar culture, they consider the river as the
blood vessel of the earth, and even rocks are alive.
When we are willing to slow down to observe, trees
are growing, rivers are flowing, and the ground is
moving and changing. The earth is a living creature.
16
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“Man is the measure of all
things.”
— Protagoras, Greek, c. 490 BC – c. 420 BC

At the same time, I believe in science and enjoy the

space, fighting and killing, collecting resource and

convenience of life brought by technological

creating a better environment is more in line with my

advances. However, the fast-paced life in the city

understanding of civilization.

also brings people more anxiety. Being busy makes
people only see what right in front of them. Human

In my opinion, humans and trees are very similar. The

beings have learned a lot from their

more they want to go up, the more they need a

shortsightedness, but they have never improved. Not

healthy and strong foundation. Trees (plants) obtain

only in the past, but also in the present. Affected by

nutrients from the soil and pass on to humans. It’s

the current hot topics of migration to Mars and space

like an ambassador to help us relate with the earth. I

mining, the stocks of companies working on

hope that by changing people’s views on trees,

sustainable development has fell. When people find

people will rethink their place in nature.

it’s possible to live in space soon, they immediately
give up on the earth.
Ursula k LeGuin’s essay, “The Carrier Bag Theory of
Fiction”6, inspired me that the history of mankind is
not only about heroic and conquest, but also
collection and creation. Compared with conquering

6. Le Guin, U. K. (1986). The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction. The Anarchist Library. https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ursula-k-le-guinthe-carrier-bag-theory-of-fiction.
18
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Ecological succession is a progressive change to
create the diversity of forest. The primary and secondary succession capture the transformation in the
wild, where plants and animals work together. What
will happen when humans in the urban area work into
this process?
Forest Tree Community

20
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HOW CAN DESIGN HELP TO
CONNECT PEOPLE WITH TREES
IN URBAN AREAS?

THESIS QUESTION
1. How to let people notice urban trees?
2. What activities can let people engage
with trees in urban environments?
3. What can people learn about trees?

Urban Tree Community

22
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CASE STUDY

Experiment, A research project regarding the growth

Artwork. “Tree Mountain”8 by Agnes Denes9. It is a

Design. Trees are good partners of landscape

and tree spacing in Japan . Trees have a comfortable

huge manmade mountain in Ylojarvi, Finland, where

designers, and there are many about the design of

distance to live their life, and so do people. What

she let 11,000 people planted 11,000 trees. The

trees. The Central Wharf Plaza10 in Boston is one

makes the city seem busy is people spend a lot of

average lifespan for the species she planted is about

good example of building a sustainable urban forest.

time on transportation, and infrastructures like roads,

400 years. This makes the project the largest

It is a tiny plaza shaded by 26 mature oaks in the

trains, subways take up a lot of space. So I think,

monument on earth shows her intention to restore

context of the urban area. It draws attention from the

especially what we are experiencing now, technology

environmental damage and create a sustainable

downtown workers, students, and tourists who need

lets us work from home, if it is possible in the future

living place. It reflects the importance of everyone’s

to relax for the fast pathed city life.

the city becomes more decentralized, and we will

participation in environmental protection.

7

need less space to transport, but more space for
trees to create a better living environment.

7. Experimental Forestry Research in Japan Results in Beautiful Tree Growth Pattern #ArtTuesday. Adafruit Industries - Makers, hackers,
artists, designers and engineers! (2018, December 27). https://blog.adafruit.com/2019/01/01/experimental-forestry-research-in-japanresults-in-beautiful-tree-growth-pattern-arttuesday/.
8. Tree Mountain. Agnes Denes. (1996). http://www.agnesdenesstudio.com/works4.html.
24

9. Agnes Denes is a conceptual artist based in New York. She is knowen for works created in a wide range of mediums. http://www.
agnesdenesstudio.com/
10. Hilderbrand, R. (n.d.). Contrasting Shade: Building a Sustainable Urban Grove at Central Wharf Plaza Boston. ASLA 2011 Professional
Awards | Contrasting Shade: Building a Sustainable Urban Grove Central Wharf Plaza. https://www.asla.org/2011awards/230.html.
25
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Reflection on Maple Sugar Moon11, Braiding
Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer 12

In this article, Robin Wall Kimmerer recorded the
process of her and her daughters harvesting maple
syrup. After studying how maple produces sap in
winter and how squirrels and humans can benefit
from it, she said, “The responsibility does not lie with
the maples alone. The other half belongs to us; we
participate in its transformation. It is our work and
our gratitude that distills the sweetness.” I very much
agree. When nature does its part, humans should
also do their own work. Don’t just ask, but be
grateful.

Image by USDA

11. Kimmerer, R. W. (2016). Braiding Sweetgrass. Tantor Media, Inc.
12. Robin Wall Kimmerer is an American Distinguished Teaching Professor of Environmental and Forest Biology; and Director, Center for
Native Peoples and the Environment, at the State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry.
26
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Wheatfield13, New York, 1982, Agnes Denes
“Wheatfield” was a land art by Agnes Denes. The
purpose of this work is to show the importance of
food supply in the whole world. Agnes planted wheat
and created a beautiful landscape on a landfill in
New York. After the wheat harvest, that area became
Battery Park, and then office spaces and commercial
buildings were built densely around it. Soon that
place is as crowded as anywhere else in the city.
Therefore, as far as I’m concerned, it vividly shows
the process of humans driving away plants and
occupying the land to build construction.

13. Wheatfield. Agnes Denes. (n.d.). http://www.agnesdenesstudio.com/works7.html.
28
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Baubotanik Footbridge14 by Ferdinand Ludwig
and Daniel Schönle, 2005

The bridge is builded as a experimental structure to
test the principles of Baubotanik. The main material

for building the structure is living trees. The plateform
can raise up with the growth of branches. Over the

seasonal change, in summer the leaves are dense,
and people can hide inside, in winter the leaves fall
and only left the branches sturcture. It is a nice
experiment for people to experience trees.

Phot byCira Moro
14. Zaxarov, A. (n.d.). Baubotanik Footbridge by Ferdinand Ludwig and Daniel Schönle. RSS. https://www.thisispaper.com/mag/
baubotanik-footbridge-ferdinand-ludwig-daniel-schonle.
30
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CHAPTER 2
ENGAGING WITH TREE
In order to find out the answer, I began with trying to
do something to engage with trees, because it is important to experience by myself first, before recommending it to others.

32
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Engaging with Tree
The activities I’ve done include documenting a tree
with photos, eating acorns, bringing a twig home and
forcing the flower branch indoors, climbing a tree,
planting a seedling, printing leaves, pressing flowers,
and scanning a tree with 3d equipment.
Doing these activities made me feel closer to trees.
Some are pretty therapeutic and can help to relieve
the stress from urban life.

Plant in the Garden
As an international student, I live in an apartment and
do not have a garden to plant with. However, last
summer I got the opportunity to work as a volunteer
to plant in the pedestrian bridge on Indian Point Park.
I’m happy to get my hand dirty to help to make a
better environment for the community.

36
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Force Blossoms Indoors
“By mid-February, many spring-flowering trees and
shrubs are thick with buds. However, though they
may have broken dormancy, they’ve only just
resumed growing. Unfortunately for the winter-weary,
this means that most are still weeks away from
flowering. “ 15So that I brought a cut of twig home.
Forcing the flower branch indoor allows me to enjoy
the spring blossom earlier.

15. Funger, C. (2020, July 30). How To Force Flowering Branches Indoors. Here By Design. https://herebydesign.net/how-to-force-flowering-branches-indoors/. baubotanik-footbridge-ferdinand-ludwig-daniel-schonle.
38
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Photo a Tree Everyday
Documenting a tree with photos is an easy way to
engage with a tree. Putting the sequence of photos
together can bring great satisfaction.

40
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Scan a Tree

I borrowed a 3d equipment from the nature lab to

scan one of the oldest oak trees in Rhode Island. It
helps me to get a sense of the volume of the large

oak tree. The scan model lets me bring the tree home
and rotate it to analyze and study.

42
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Clime a Tree
I always want to climb a tree, but it may seem weird
to climb a tree on the street. Therefore, I went to the
Blackstone Forest Park to find a tree to climb. The
forest consists of oak trees which are tall and hard to
find a spot to hold me up. Anyway, it was an
interesting experience.

44
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Press Leaves and Flowers
Collecting the leaves and flowers is a good idea to
preserve the beauty of trees. The process is easy,
and the product can decorate life.

46
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CHAPTER 3
PRACTICING URBAN FOREST
The project aims to introduce a new lifestyle for
people living in the urban areas to engage more with
trees by developing more opportunities for people to
interact with trees through design.

50
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SITE LOCATION
Providence, RI, USA

The i195 highway was removed.

The site is located in downtown Providence, RI.
After the i195 highway was removed, 18.8 acres of
open spaces were revealed to people, but they are
soon covered by new constructions again. The site
is one of the revealing parcels, and is planned to be
a public open space. Different proposals have been
made for the site. From baseball stadium to placeholder for restaurant and commercial. Currently the
site consists of a big lawn, rain garden and some
paths.

18.8 acres of open spaces were
revealed to people.

But they are soon covered by
new constructions again.
Canopy
River
Commercial Buildings
Heat/Temperature
52
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CONCEPT

Neighbourhood Scale
The design concept is to let people and trees build
the community together. On neighbourhood scale,
use the site as a head office to connect all the street
trees in downtown areas.

54
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CONCEPT
Site Scale

On site scale, in order to draw people’s attention,
the plan is to plant trees densely in grids to take up
the space. Passengers can watch the urban forest
gradually lose order through the years. Using various

56

species of trees to create different engaging experiences for people. Canopy’s height and size change
over time, and people’s sight range changes with it.
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SPECIES CHOICE
Chatacter

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

River Birch
Betula nigra ‘Heritage’

Eastern White Pine
Pinus strobus

Red Maple
Acer rubrum

Apple
Malus domestica

Northern Red Oak
Quercus rubra

White Rhododendron
Rhododendron

2

Planting

58

3

Tapping

4

5

Fertilizing

6

Pruning

7

8

Mulching

9

10

11

12

Color Changing
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SPECIES CHOICE

Change of Trees Throughout the Time

60

River Birch
Betula nigra ‘Heritage’

Red Maple
Acer rubrum

A pioneer species with a
fast growing rate that can
soon occupy the space.

it has colorful changes
with the rhythm of seasons, and can produce
maple syrup in early
spring.

Northern Red Oak
Quercus rubra

Eastern White Pine
Pinus strobus

It is one of the oldest and
most popular trees in this
area, with colorful changes, and cute fruits in fall.

Evergreen tree that can
bring vitality in winter.

Apple
Malus domestica

White Rhododendron
Rhododendron

It blooms in spring and
bears fruit in autumn after
the tree is mature.

Evergreen shrub needs to
live in shade. Flowering in
spring and summer.
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INSTALLATION
Different installations
are display on the site to
attract people engaging
with trees.

WOOD PATH

ROOTS SHIELD

CIRCULATION
People can go through the
forest wherever they want.
The roads are created by
people’s desired path.

SPACE USE
The site is fully planted
with trees separated in
four categories.

WILD URBAN FOREST
APPLE GARDEN
NURSERY FIELD
TREES + FERNS
TREES + SHRUBS

PROGRAM
Various programs and
activities will take place on
the site.

TRACING SHADOW
ART DISPLAY

FESTIVAL DECORATE

ROOTS SHIELD
FLEA MARKET

WOOD PATH

MEASURE THE GROWTH
RECREATION HAMMOCK
PROJECTING ON TREES

PLANTING
Planting trees in different time periods show
the succession of urban
forest.

62
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TRANSFORMING

Growth of the Tree Community

64
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PROGRAMMING
Engagement Strategies

66

TREES

1. WOOD PATH
Lift people above the ground.

4. ROOTS SHIELD
Transparent plexiglasses let people
see through underground.

7. TRACING SHADOW
Let children observe nature.

TREES + SHRUBS

2. MEASURE THE GROWTH
Record the height changes of trees
with ropes and poles.

5. FLEA MARKET
When there are trees dead, vacant
space can hold flea market in weekend.

8. PROJECTING ON TREES
Project film and art on trees during
summer night.

TREES + FERNS

3. RECREATION HAMMOCK
Let people relax in the forest.

6. ART DISPLAY
Use installations and art works to
attract people.

9. FESTIVAL DECORATE
Add to the festival mood.
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TENDING THE TREE
Creating a New Lifestyle for People

ADOPT A TREE
is to let people who live in the urban area and don’t
have a backyard, but are interested in learning about
trees, to adopt a tree for a certain amount of time. So
that they can take care of them in their spare time.
The trees can be adopted again by other people after
the old participants have left. The trees as witnesses
and friends can bring great memories to people.
RAISE SEEDLING AT HOME
allows residents to collect the seeds in the urban forest and bring them home. Following the instructions
and raising the seedlings indoors. Later they can
bring back the young seedlings and transplant them.
In this way, people can take part in the succession of
urban forest.
ACTIVITIES WHOLE YEAR ROUND
TAKE CARE OF TREES
Pruning branches
Composting fallen leaves
Aerating soil
Fertilizing
Planting new trees
Wrapping fragile trees in winter
HAVE FUN WITH TREES
Measuring the pulse of trees
Decorating trees during festivals
Picking flowers
Collecting leaves/seeds
Holding exhibition
Sculptures display
Winter light show
Tracing the changes of shadow
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TENDING THE URBAN FOREST
Calendar of Activities Whole Year Round
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OBSERVING THE TREE
Wood Path Create Different Elevation

SPRING

72

SUMMER

FALL

WINTER
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OBSERVING THE TREE
Wood Path Create Different Elevation
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OBSERVING TREE ROOTS
Visualize the Connection of Root System

76
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FLEA MARKET
Space Use Change

1ST YEAR

78

25TH YEAR
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PERSPECTIVE

Activities in the Urban Tree Commnunity
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PERSPECTIVE

Activities in the Urban Tree Commnunity
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BIRD EYE VIEW

During a Middle Phase of the Time Slots

84
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REFLECTION
The thesis study allows me to develop my passion
for trees and learn a lot from nature. I grew up in
Beijing, China, an overpopulated dense urban area,
and I always want to be closer to the wilderness.
Although my parents used to take me on visit the
countryside, preserved mountain park, and seaside
during the weekend and vacation when I was a
child. When I come back to the city, I always think
about why can’t this beautiful scene of wildness
co-exist with humans in the urban areas.
Developing the project makes me feel closer to
make a dream come true.
As far as I’m concerned, Landscape Architecture is
a career for people who love nature and know well
with the knowledge and technology to communicate
with it. I hope people who live in the busy city to be
willing to slow down and learn about nature. I want
to use design to help people build a new lifestyle,
improve the living conditions in the urban area, and
build a better and sustainable living environment for
all living beings in the future.

86
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ADDENDUM
This part contains some of my previous studies
about trees and thought about the future in this
discipline.

88
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Looking for a Visible Future from Science Fiction
/ AUG. 2020

Reading Response
The Third-Body Problem, Liu Cixin
Author’s Writing Context
Fantasy occurs when the reality is scanty. Living in
an inadequate, remote area, Liu developed his
mental world to fill the lack of material in real life with
imagination. We have a better living condition for my
generation and have more chances to get in touch
with advanced technology. The strong visual impact
directly brought by the science fiction film of
Hollywood sometimes deprives the boundless
imagination we can have when reading the text.
The whole story of The Three-Body Problem is based
on an expansive worldview, but after all, it is about
revealing humanity. Like many other great works
come from a small place, the author can closely
observe humanity in relatively small social circles. Liu
spent most of his life in this small town doing
ordinary work. He carefully observed people and
interpreted life. Finally, he created the series.
Although big cities seem prosperous and varied, the
distance between people is farther, and it is easier for
them to hide their true emotional feelings. A smaller
group brings people closer and nowhere to hide.
With time changes and events happen, people show
out their characters. The fickleness of human nature
in a small town is like the epitome of society. People
play tricks based on the same principle, but it is
easier to spot when the social structure is less
complicated.
With all of these efforts, Liu connects science fiction
and historical background. His story lures the
audiences into its set of world view quickly and gives
out a reasonable guess of the future, making people
90

feel as if the story is not far away from themselves

but if we lose our bestial nature, we lose everything.”

and has a certain sense of reality.

People think that human nature and civilization define

Author’s Critique of the Society
In the book, Liu Cixin elaborates his understanding of

them, but they forget that the continuation of life is
the necessary condition for all existence. “Survival is
the first need for any civilization.”

the rule for survival and reveals his humanity. He
discusses the meaning of exploring, the meaning of

Human society is like a microcosm of cosmic society.

existing.

Compare to the immensity universe, human beings
are so small and insignificant. On earth, compared to

Liu wrote about a child who asks his/her mother

other creatures, humans stand out by their creativity

what is good and what is evil, what is right and what

and desire for exploration. People never stop trying

is wrong. The answer is they are not two attitudes in

to understand more about the universe. According to

sharp contrast. It is all about one’s determination of

the dark forest rule, danger follows the curiosity of

the result. The author criticizes people’s selfishness

humans. However, doing nothing but staying alive

and ruthlessness. In the story, Luo Ji saved human

still can not ensure survival. While reading the book,

beings by his unprecedented decision and was

sometimes I feel thrilling, sometimes I feel calm. Fear

blindly regarded as a God when people needed him.

comes from the unknown. If humanity has discovered

However, when they realized that he had no divine

the mystery of the world in the future, then there

power, they took back his glory immediately and

seems to be nothing to be afraid of. The world we

began to spurn him. Human beings are always

live in is subtle in the cosmos. It originates from

forgetful, which has been proved countless times in

nothingness and will eventually return to

the long history. After Luo Ji reported the coordinates

nothingness. Perhaps being is the only meaning.

of a Star, completed the rule of the dark forest, and
saved the earth again, people charged him for the

In the story, after the great crisis, humankind realized

guilt of destroying another world because they

that “Make time for civilization, for civilization won’t

thought he showed no kindness of humanity.

make time.” It means to make life more civilized and

However, there are also selfless people in the book.

dignified, not to lose human value for survival. This is

They are willing to sacrifice their lives for the future of

lined with another saying in the book that “Survival is

humans. The complexity and contradiction of human

the first need for any civilization.” One emphasizes

nature lead people to create civilizations and destroy

civilization, and the other emphasizes survival.

civilizations. Similar events have occurred repeatedly

However, as far as I am concerned, these two

throughout history.

attitudes are not contraries. With the time change,
humans should constantly develop a new civilization

“Weakness and ignorance are not barriers to survival,

instead of keeping the inherent things without any

but arrogance is.” The ultimate destruction of

editing through the years. Humans are always trying

humanity lies in their blind confidence in human

to find problems and solve problems. When facing a

nature. “If we lose our human nature, we lose much,

crisis, human beings should strive to fight for survival
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and face death with dignity. It is a great honor to

does not need to be protected. We destroy the living

make time for civilization.

environment of human beings; what we need to

Human beings themselves are a community of life.

remedy and protect is for our future generations.

Especially in the year 2020, the importance of joint

However, we can still see that animals are on the

efforts of humankind is reflected. Nowadays, when

verge of extinction because of human hunting.

facing the pandemic of covid-19, the economy is

Icebergs have been melting, and some countries are

globalized; no country can solve the problem alone.

still indifferent to forest fires. For the sake of

However, in reality, different countries are still fighting

temporary interests, human beings are still polluting

for short-term economic interests and political

the environment. When the Japanese cargo ships

purposes. I have traveled to many places, and

leaked oil into the ocean in Mauritius, the two

studying abroad also allows me to experience

countries feel that it is none of their own business

different cultures. I don’t think there is any place on

and do not take any action. The reality is making

earth that has absolute freedom and fairness. All

individuals feel powerless and distressed. It is

individuals need to abide by the local rules of the

important to appeal to people to protect the

game. No one can stand on the commanding height

environment. What is more, everyone on the earth

of morality and point to others. I think true freedom

needs to realize the importance of the environment

comes from self-discipline. Under the condition of

and start to do small things within one’s ability.

not damaging the interests of others, only by

Whether this works or not, each individual’s effort is

adhering to one’s principles can individuals enjoy

trying the best to create the meaning of human

maximum freedom.

existence.

Humans and nature are also a community of life.
People used to say that it is crucial to protect the
earth, but now people have realized that the earth
92
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Urban Tree Benefits Study / OCT. 2020
A tree can be home for many animals and insects
that live in the urban area. It can purify the air, and
help to reduce the pollution. It can help the infiltration
of surface water…
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Human-Oak Nexus Study / FEB. 2021
Oak is in the genus Quercus of the beech family,

are controlled and protected by the royal family and

a symbol of infinite hope. It is small but can grow into

Fagaceae. It has existed in America, Europe, and

are not allowed to cut down easily. The developed

a towering tree. Oaks are magnificent landscape

Asia since the Oligocene period and developed its

shipbuilding industry provided a powerful means of

trees on the lawn. The shapes of their natural growth

diversity in the Miocene and Pliocene periods. About

transportation for the discovery of the new world.

are like sculptures, and the giant canopy can provide

500 extant species of oaks distribute in the Northern

shade for people. Nevertheless, it is not suitable for

Hemisphere, ranging from cool temperate forests to

Oaks have penetrated almost everywhere of human

street trees. Scattered acorns will bring much trouble

ro[ical latitudes in the Americas, Asia, Europe, and

life, not only for building large structures but also for

to cleaning.

North Africa.

small products like seats, benches, cabinets, floors.
Among them, oak barrels have become the favorite

Whether in the city or nature, oak trees provide a

Humans have a very close relationship with oak trees

of the wine industry. In addition to the solid anti-

good shelter for animals and insects. The branches,

and have given them much symbolic meaning. In

seepage characteristics, tannic acid in oak can

leaves, and fruits can all provide nutrition for them.

ancient Europe, people were common to regard the

produce more phenolic substances in the process of

Rodents and jays can help the oak spread the seeds

oak as God. Oak trees are very tall, and the woods

wine fermentation, making it more mellow and

farther to a place with enough light to take root. The

are highly conductive. Therefore, they are easy be

delicious. Oak is also a critical energy material to

mutually beneficial relationship between animals and

struck by lightning during thunderstorms and cause a

provide people with the convenience of life. Mining

plants is worth to be learned by humans.

fire. In the early days of human civilization, the fire

and charcoal production consume many oak

was a dangerous and sacred existence. People

resources, providing power for trains, coal, and

According to Suzanne Simard, trees can

naturally showed their respect to the oak trees. Oak

electricity.

communicate with each other. There is also

leaves are large and thick and are not easy to fall off

communication between oak trees themselves and

in winter. When the wind blows, they rustle and

On average, oak trees can live up to 400 years, a

other plants. The mycorrhizal system, which consists

make sound, often recognized as a gathering of

much longer life cycle than humans. An ancient oak

of Mycorrhizas, Truffles, and Small Mammals, can

Gods in the woods and whispering.

is the witness of history. In the western world, people

connect the roots of trees and transfer nutrients such

see the oak as a symbol of fairness and justice. It is

as CO2 when needed to help each other. When there
are pests, oaks can also drive away insects by

People have gradually developed from picking up

like a wise figure who provides shelter and takes care

branches to cutting down more robust trees with the

of people. However, in the history of African

changing the scent and odor. Oak also has a feature

development of tools. The trunk of the oak tree is

Americans, the oak tree standing in the background

called masting. In some years, the production of

straight and robust, which is a good building

witnessed the painful process of killing slaves. They

acorns is deficient, and a few years later, the trees

material. Oak has a strong toughness, can be

compare oak to an evil being in their poems and

will produce a large number of acorns, which is the

processed deformation, and is not easy to corrosion;

songs, who wantonly takes innocent lives. However,

time of masting. Acorn as food affects the population

many castles and church dome structures were built

in fact, as a neutral being, oak cannot move or

of animals that eat it. The fluctuation of acorn

with curved oak woods and have been standing still

speak. People do all actions, and people give all

quantity plays a vital role in regulating the balance of

over the years. The maturity of construction

symbols. The oak is just a witness, silently recording

other species. This process makes the oaks like a

technology promotes the development of the

the story in its way.

natural controller.

shipbuilding industry. Big ships need very high masts
and strong hulls to tolerate the waves and winds. The

Oaks are monoecious. In spring, they blossom. The

characteristics of oaks make them great material.

male flowers hang down on the branches, and the

Therefore, oak forests all over Europe have become

female flowers grow where the branches meet—the

essential resources for national development, which

pollen drifts with the wind and forms acorns. Acorn is
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